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CJ>jp" ̂  ABSTRACT 

The design of an implementation of an extended rela-

tional data model for a micro-computer system is described. 

The extended data model is an enhancement of the relational 

model for design applications. Its principle feature is that 

it allows the attributes of a relation to contain complex, 

composite entities. An algebra to create and manipulate 

these attributes has been invented. We analyze various tech

niques for implementing this algebra and describe a particu

lar implementation in detail. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Many engineering o^rganizations recognize that a cen

tralized data base would be a useful and cost effective 

tool in their enterprises. However, most data base systems 

were designed for conventional data proceesing applica

tions. Engineering organizations need to model, create and 

store data for design applications. Design data is highly 

structured. Conventional data processing applications, 

by contrast, contain data that has a rather simple record 

oriented structure. For this reason it is perhaps not 

surprising that the application of conventional data base 

systems to design applications has not been terribly 

successful [5]. 

In common with others we believe that a new type of 

data base system is need for design applications [1, 2], 

This type of system will need to combine an ability to 

model the complex structure of design items with an expre

ssive power able to deduce complex geometric relationships. 

Relational data bases have a high expressive power but they 

can only model entities with a simple record oriented struc

ture. Network data bases, by contrast, are able to model 

complex structures but they have a low expressive power [9] 
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An experimental data base system which combines the 

expressive power of a relational data base with an ability 

to model more complex structures has been developed by re

searchers at Texas Tech University. In this thesis we in

vestigate data structures and algorithms which could be used 

to implement this data base system. A complete specification 

for an implementation is included in the Appendix. In de

signing the implementation we have placed particular empha

sis on producing a small system so that the data base could 

be used on a micro-computer [11, 12, 13], 



CHAPTER II 

DESIGN DATA BASES 

2.1 Problems 

With the benefit of hindsight we can identify at least 

three basic reasons for the failure of conventional data 

base systems in design applications. 

1. Inappropriate features. The primary function of most 

commercial systems is record processing. Features 

such as audit trails and data integrity are very im

portant in commercial applications. However, audit 

trials are not very useful in design applications and 

the integrity of design items is usually only com

plete at the end of the design process [4, 5]. 

2. Inadequate data model. Geometrical data contains 

items whose properties can be hierarchical and heter-

eogeneous, as well as homogeneous (tabular). Some 

data bases can model hierarchical and homogeneous re

lationships, while others provide a good model for 

homogeneous and hetereogeneous relationships. Howev

er, at present no popular data base system is able to 

model all three types of relationships [9, 33). 



3. Inadequate function set. Design applicatios need to 

calculate complex geometrical relationships. These 

geometrical relationships are best represented as 

functions. The functions needed in an application 

will vary since, for example, mechanical design has 

different requirements to electrical design [21]. 

Hence, different design applications will require a 

different function set. Unfortunately, most data 

base systems provide a standard function set only. 

2.2 Survey of Extensions to the 
Relational Model 

The relational model is usually preferred for design 

applications [25, 26]. Its high expressive power enables it 

to calculate the constantly changing relationships of geome

trical items with ease and simplicity. However, the rela

tional model is unable to directly represent hierarchical 

and hetereogeneous relationships. Consequently, several re

searchers have proposed enhancements to the relational model 

which make it more suitable for design applications. 

(1) Robin Williams' extension 

Williams' exentension allows a relation to contain a 

reference to another relation or an operation. These 



references allow hierarchies of relations to be built. 

Relations which are allowed to contain references to other 

relations are a rather popular extension to the relational 

model (see also Lorie's extension below). References to 

operations are more unusual. They allow a semantic inter

preter for an item to be stored along with that item 

[3, 25]. 

(2) Raymond A. Lorie's extension 

Lorie's extension allows the items in a complex entity 

to be linked together using system generated identifiers. 

The advantage of these identifiers is that they allow opera

tions to be cascaded thorugh a series of records with the 

same identifier. For example, all the records in a picture 

can be deleted or copied in a single operation [8, 26]. 

(3) Michael Stonebraker's extension 

Stonebraker's extension allows the attribute of a rela

tion to be an abstract data type. Abstract operations to 

test the properities of complex items can also be built. 

Hence, the attributes of a relation can contain complex 

items such as those found in design applications [27]. 



CHAPTER III 

AN EXPERIMENTAL DATA MODEL 

3.1 Introduction 

The extensions surveyed in the last section all extend 

the relational model so that it can model complex structures 

more directly. However, none of these extensions includes 

an algebra for their enhancements. We believe an algebra to 

be an essential component of any enhancement because the ex

pressive power of the relational model was a major reason 

for its attractiveness in the first place [7]. 

3.2 A Nested Relational Data Model 

An adequate data model for graphical data must be able 

to capture hierarchical and hetereogenous relationships. We 

have designed a data model which contains hierarchical and 

hetereogeneous structures, as well as homogeneous (tabular) 

structures. 

Hierarchies are built in the data model by allowing an 

attribute of a relation to be another relation. Hetereoge

neous structures are built using a new type of relation 

called a hetereogeneous relation. These relations are 

similar to the Union structure of mr.ny programming 



languages. Homogeneous relations are similar to the Record 

structure of many programming languages. We consider this 

analogy to be important*because we aim to design the algebra 

so that the difference between a hetereogeneous relation and 

a Union structure is equivalent to the difference between a 

homogeneous relation and a Record structure [11, 12, 13]. 

A hierarchy containing a homogeneous relation is an Ag

gregation. One containing a hetereogeneous relation is a 

Generalization. Aggregations and Generalizations are used 

in a data model proposed in [23]. 

Figure 7 in Appendix A.3.2 shows how a structure for 

geometric items can be built using a hierarchy of homogene

ous and hetereogeneous relations. 

3.3 Nested Relational Operations 

We have emphasized the importance of including an alge

bra in an extension to the relational model. An algebra for 

a hierarchical, homogeneous and hetereogeneous data model is 

described in Appendix A. The operations in this algebra 

will allow items belonging to a data base such as the one 

illustrated in Appendix A.4.3 to be created, analyzed, 

deleted and transformed. 
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3.4 Abstract Functions 

We mentioned the need for the user to be able to tailor 

the data manipulation language of a design data base to a 

particular application in Chapter II. This tailoring can be 

performed by allowing the user to describe a series of ab

stract functions to perform geometric operations [14, 15]. 

The abstract functions can then be used by the algebra. Ap

pendix B shows how these abstract functions can be de

scribed. Appendix C uses these functions in the enhanced 

algebra of the data model. 

3.5 Weakness 

3.5,1 Design Theory 

The data model extends the relational schema to include 

hierarchies of relations. Therefore, a relation in the 

model may not be in first normal form [24, 33]. In conven

tional relational data bases normalization theory can be 

used to distinguish good and bad data structures. However, 

normalization theory assumes first normal form. A new 

design theory (possibly an extension of normalization the

ory) will be necessary if good and bad structures are to be 

distinguished in the extended model. 



3.5.2 Completeness 

An algebra for relations is only complete if it is 

equivalent to the conventional relational algebra. We 

have yet to prove that the extended algebra described in 

the Appendix is complete. 

3.6 Summary 

The model of our schema can be characterized as a silUr 

plified semantic model in which only one new dependency (the 

total dependency between a parent and child) is modelled. 

Hence, unlike most semantic models, this schema does not try 

to capture all the possible relationships between items (in 

the form of a graph) [28, 29]. We believe such an ambition 

is impossible for geometrical data because of the wide var

iety of dynamically changing mathematical relationships that 

these relationships must be deduced using mathematical func

tions. Therefore, the model has been designed so that an 

extended algebra can be applied to extended structures which 

more closely represent the properties of geometrical items. 



CHAPTER IV 

AN EARLIER IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Introduction 

An earlier version of the data model and algebra de

scribed in this proposal has already been implemented [20]. 

This implementation succesfully demostrated that the data 

creation and deletion functions of the algebra could be ef

ficiently implemented on a mini-computer system. In this 

chapter we describe the lessons learned from this implemen

tation, and outline the differences we think will be neces

sary in a micro-computer implementation. 

4.2 Data Manipulation Language 

The data manipulation language of the original imple

mentation did not provide a proper algebra for manipulating 

the relations allowed by its data model. With hindsight, we 

can identify two reasons for this inadequacy. 

4.2.1 Data Model 

The data model of the mini-computer implementation con

tained three relations, not two. The third relation was used 

to model sequential relationships such as those that occur 

10 
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in polygons and strings. (A polygon can be modelled as a 

sequence of vertices, a string can be modelled as a 

sequence of characters.) An item with a sequence relation 

was only allowed one attribute. An algebra needs to contain 

operations which permute and select the attributes of a 

relation. Therefore, the sequence relation hindered the 

development of an algebra, because operations which permute 

a single attribute are not very meaningful. In the new 

model the sequence relation has been replaced by the 

multiple enclosure function (see Appendix A.3.1 and Appendix 

A.4.2) . 

4.2.2 Data Encapsulation 

The original implementation contained a function which 

could create items of arbitrary complexity in one operation. 

However, to achieve this flexibility the function demanded 

that the data structure of an item to be created was defined 

in advance. In an algebra it must be possible to implicitly 

define the structure of new items. For example, the And op

eration (see Appendix A.4.1) implicitly defines new homoge

neous relations. Hence, in the new implementation the ori

ginal data creation function has been replaced by functions 

which can implicitly define the structures of new items. 
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4.3 Program Size 

The code (source and object) necessary to produce the 

mini-computer implementation is too large for most micro

computer systems. 

4.3.1 Memory Organization 

The internal organization of the original implementa

tion represented objects as strings stored in fixed sized 

slots. This organization was chosen because it was funda

mentally similar to traditional APL implementaions. APL 

also uses strings to represent objects. However, it does 

not use fixed sized slots [16, 17]. The original imple

mentation used fixed sized slots because internal pointers 

were required to link objects. Therefore, the overhead of 

using a memory compaction garbage collection algorithm was 

expected to be unacceptable. 

Fixed sized slots allowed garbage collection to be 

performed without including memory compaction. However, 

the internal string representing an item can have an 

arbitrary length. Therefore, we had to allow an item to 

span several slots. Unfortunately, we found that the extra 

code necessary to test and manipulate items spanning more 

than one slot was unacceptable large [20]. 
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4.3.2 Host Language 

The algebra of our data model is based on APL. APL 

was chosen because we think that its separation of the 

objects of a language into arrays, functions and operators 

is useful [10, 18]. In our original implementation we 

also intended to use APL as a host for the algebra. A 

host is necessary because the algebra is restricted to 

creating, analyzing and deleting data only. Hence, the 

myriad of other functions necessary in a system, such as 

I/O functions, must be provided by another language. APL 

is an elegant language for calculating the results of 

expressions. However, it is rather weak as a system 

programming language [10] . It is also difficult to 

implement on a micro-computer [32]. Hence, in our new 

implementation we intend to imbed the algebra in C or 

PASCAL. 



CHAPTER V 

THE NEW MEMORY ORGANIZATION 

5.1 Introduction 

A memory can be given a sequential organization or a 

linked organization. Sequential organizations can be ordered 

or unordered. Linked organizations can vary the number of 

pointers between items. The most appropriate organization 

for an application depends upon the characteristics of that 

application. The characteristics of a typical data process

ing application are well known [6]. Design applications have 

different characteristics. We believe that these differences 

are large enough to justify an internal implementation for a 

design data base which is significantly different to that of 

conventional data processing data bases, 

1, Design is a synonym of creation. In conventional data 

base a user will typically create an item and then 

apply a large number of queries to the item. An item 

will be assumed to be correct after it has been 

created. In a design data base, however, a user might 

create an item, apply a query, decide that the item 

needs to be corrected and repeat the process until 

the item is correct. Hence, design data bases need to 

14 
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be implemented so that both queries and modfica-

tions can be easily applied to data items [22]. 

2. Most design proceeds serially. An engineer will 

restrict his attention to one or two design items 

at a time. Therefore, most queries and modfica-

tions in a design data base will be applied to a 

relatively small portion of the total data base. 

3. In conventional data bases items are most often 

identified by a unique key value in one of their 

fields. Such identifying values are rare in 

design databases. Instead items are more likely 

to be identified using their relationships to other 

design items or points in the design space (e.g., by 

using a graphical pick operation [1],) 

4. For the reasons discussed in Chapter II, design 

items have a relatively complex internal structure. 

In summary design data bases need to be implemented so 

that large numbers of queries and modifications can be app

lied to a relatively small number of highly structured 

items. 

The major choices are between main or secondary memory, 

and between sequential and linked organization. Main memory 

is always faster than secondary memory and because of (2) 

it should be possible to fit the portion of a design data 

base currently being modified into main memory. 
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Sequential organization was tried in the first 

implementation. Linked organization is more flexible and 

able to better represent"a complex structure. Therefore, 

a linked organization is used in the implementation des

cribed in the Appendix. 

5.2 Threaded Binary Trees 
of Triples 

The data model allows users to create hierarchies 

of relations with an arbitrary number of attributes. 

These hierarchies can be directly represented as trees 

with an arbitrary number of links as shown in Figure 1, 

Trees with an arbitrary number of children have the 

advantage of being able to directly represent a hierarchy 

of relations. However, their internal structure requires 

that each child pointer occupies a particular position in 

a contiguous linear list. Hence, most of the problems 

present in the original implementation will also be present 

in an implementation with this structure. 

Another possible representation is to use a binary 

tree as shown in Figure 2. 

Binary trees have the following advantages. 

1, Any arbitrary tree structure can be translated into 

a binary tree and vice versa, [34, 35], 
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Figure 1: Arbitrary Tree Structure 

2. Binary trees are easily extendable. 

3. The memory needed to store an arbitrary tree is 

approximately the same as that needed to store 

its equivalent binary tree. (A binary tree re

quires 2n nodes, the equivalent arbitrary tree 

requires n nodes for the block size fields and 

n-1 nodes for the links.) 
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Figure 2: Binary Tree Structure 

The pre-order traversal of a binary tree is the same 

as the pre-order traversal of the equivalent arbi

trary tree [35]. (Many of the algorithms given in 

the Appendix employ traversals.) 

The behaviour of binary tree operations has been 

extensively documented. 

For the above reasons binary trees are the best choice 

for an internal structure for the data model. 
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Figure 3 shows how a PIC item can be represented as a 

binary tree. Each node in this figure contains three 

fields. Two of the fields contain the left and right links. 
• 

The final field is used to describe the meaning (domain) of 

each node. The importance of this field needs to be empha

sized. It provides the essential information necessary for 

the data manipulation language of the data model to be a 

typed language. Without this field the internal structures 

of the model would be the same as those of LISP. However, 

with the field the language can be type checked and it prop

erties become more similar to other typed interpretive lan

guages, such as APL [16]. 

As previously stated, queries and modifications are ex

pected to be important operations in a design data base. 

Both of these operations will require a search for the item 

to be tested or modified. Unfortunately, for the reasons 

also stated above, keys cannot be used to perform this 

search. Therefor, a linear search must be employed. 

Linear searches can be optimized by adding a pre-order 

thread to a tree [34, 35]. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate this 

advantage by illustrating two algorithms for the 

differentiation function described in Appendix A.5.2.1. 

Threaded binary trees are as easy to construct as 

unthreaded ones [35]. Therefore, the advantages of a 
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2 
3 

If tree is not empty then 
Push the root of tree on the stack 

else 
Return 

Repeat step 3 until stack is empty 
Pop node from stack 
Repeat 
Fetch data associate with the node 
If right link is not empty then 
Push right sub-node on the stack 

Set node equal to left sub-node 
until node is null 

Figure 4: Preorder Traversal Algorithm for Nonthreaded 
Binary Tree 

The algorithm is for the preorder traversal 
of a right preorder-threaded binary tree. 

1. If tree is not empty the 
Set node to the root of tree 

else 
Return 

2. Repeat step 3 until node is null 
3. Fetch data associated with node 

If no right preorder thread then 
Set node to left sub-node 

else 
Set node to right sib-node 

Figure 5: Preorder Traversal Algorithm for Threaded Binary 
Tree 

threaded tree for the data access functions are not 

counter-balanced by disadvantages for the data constructor 

functions. 

A series of algorithms to implement the algebra using 

threaded binary trees is given in Appendix D. 
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5.3 Comparison 

To demonstrate the advantages of a threaded binary tree 

of triples we will compare the new organization with the 

string based organization used in the earlier implementation 

of the data model [20]. 

Figure 6 illustrates the internal structure of a varia

ble called PIC if it is represented as a series of strings. 

This variable has been previously illustrated using the 

binary tree representation in Figure 3. A series of expres

sions in the algebra which create its data are given in Ap

pendix A.4.3. 

As can be seen, the string based format basically con

sists of a pre-order listing of the data in an item. The 

different components of an item are each delimited by a uni

que flag and the volume of data necessary to represent an 

item is distingished by a size field which immediately fol

lows the flag. For the (garbage collection) reasons previ

ously stated each string is stored in a fixed sized slot and 

ouverflow slots are used for large strings where necessary. 

The slot size in the original implementation was 16 

words. One word in each slot had to be reserved for the 

overflow pointer. A further two words were reserved outside 

of the slots for a reference count and a free list (both 

used for garbage collection)., 
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U8ln$r the two illustrations we can identify the 

following advantages for binary trees of triples. 

1. Binary trees of triples do not require overflow 
« 

pointers. These pointers not only waste space, 

they are also add considerable code to the algori

thms because they require those algorithms to be 

constantly aware that the next field to be examined 

might belong to the next (overflow) slot. In [20] 

it was estimated that approximately 20 percent of 

the code in the system was devoted to tests for 

overflow slots. 

2. Two binary trees can be merged by creating a new node 

to link those trees. Hence, the integration and en

closure functions of the appendix can be implemented 

as algorithms which merge trees. The equivalent 

algorithms of the previous implementation, by contra

st, require strings to be merged. String merging can 

only be accomplished by copying at least one of the 

argument strings into a new position. This is in

efficient when one considers the variable PIC can only 

be created from primitive items after 34 merge 

operations. 

3. The result of a data access is a subset of the 

argument. In the binary triple format this subset 

will be a sub-tree of the parent tree. In the linear 
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format it will be a sub-string of a parent string. 

The binary triple result has the same form as any 

other result. However, the linear string result is 

different because unlike ordinary items, the data in 

a sub-item will not begin at the start of a slot. 

4. The data volume needs to represent a data base 

stored using the binary triple data structure is ap

proximately the same as that needed for the linear 

string structure (see the analysis below), 

We had expected the binary tree organization to require 

more triples than the linear one. However, because the li

near organization requires space for overflow pointers, re

ference counts and so. on, we can show that the memory re-

quirments of the two organizations are approximately equal. 

Our comparison is based upon an analysis of the ratio 

of the "real" data in each organization to the housekeeping 

(system) data. 

In the linear organization, each slot requires an over

flow pointer inside the slot and a reference count and free 

list link outside of the slot. Furthermore, approximately 5 

fields in each slot will contain length data (describing the 

data volume of an items components, and analysis is given in 

[20]l i Hence, if the number of slots in memory is n, then: 

The total memory space is 16n+2n=18n words 
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The number of words not used to store data is 

n words [teference count] + n words [free cell] 

+ n words [overflow pointer[ + 5n words [length field] 

= 8n words 

Hence, the ratio is 8/18 

In the binary tree organization the memory is parti

tioned into triples of 3 words each. Reference counts and 

free cells are not needed (see the next chapter in this the

sis) . In each triple two words are used as links and one 

word contains information. However, one of the links is un

necessary in the leaf triples (if we ignore thread fields) • 

Hence, if we consider the two words used for links in prop

erty nodes and the one field in leaf nodes to be wasted in

formation, then: 

The total number of triples is m 

The number of slots in the same space is n. 

Hence, m = 18n words / 3 words = 6n 

The number of words not used for data is 

((m-l)/2)*2 wirds [link field in internal node] 

+ (m+l)/2 words [link field in leaf node] = 9n words 

Hence, the ratio is 9/18 

Obviously, the.above comparison is crucially dependent 

on the decision as to which fields in an organization 
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contain "wasted" data* However, we should also point out 

that the above comparison neglects to include the volume of 

data wasted in the linear organization when a string only 

partially fills a slot. * 



CHAPTER VI 

GARBAGE COLLECTION 

6.1 Alternatives 

Garbage collection is an important operation in inter

pretive languages. A garbage collector deduces the available 

supply of free storage in a system. It can either operate 

incrementally (after each operation) or periodically (on de

mand) . Periodic grabage collection has the advantage of low 

storage requirements (no reference counts.) Incremental 

grabage collection has the advantage of greater simplicity 

and efficiency. 

Most implementations of LISP use a periodic garbage 

collector because the overhead of storing a reference count 

in each node in a LISP list is unacceptable [16]. Many APL 

implementations use incremental collection. (The overhead 

of a reference count for a long string of data is accepta

ble.) 

Garbage collectors also differ in their use of memory 

compaction. If the elements of a language are all the same 

size compaction is not necessary. However, if they are not, 

compaction may be necessary to ensure that there is 

sufficient contiguous space for new items. 

28 
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LISP uses fixed sized items so compaction is not 

necessary. APL, unfortunately, represents its internal data 

as strings of arbitrary length, so compaction is necessary. 

The internal schema of our data model represents a data 

base as a forest of trees of triples. Hence, we have the 

advantage of being able to use a reference count garbage 

collector without memory compaction. 

6.2 References Counts 

The garbage collection algorithms described in Appendix 

E use a reference count with three possible states. These 

states are "independent," "intermediate" and "shared." 

The independent state denotes a variable defined by the 

user. The data in an independent variable should not be 

collected until a new value is assigned to that variable. 

The intermediate state denotes a variable whose value 

has been constructed as the temporary result of an expres

sion. Intermediate variables are either assigned to be the 

new values of independent variables or used as the argument 

of a function. In the first case the data should not be 

collected. In the second case the data will no longer be 

accessible after the operation is completed and therefore 

needs to be collected. 
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The shared state denotes a variable whose data is part 

of another variable. Variables with shared status are 

created by data access ope^;ations. The shared status has 

the considerable advantage of allowing the result of an 

access to be calculated without copying the result data into 

a new variable. Since we expect most operations in the data 

manipulation language to consisit of a series of progressive

ly more specific accesses this advantage should be consider

able. For example, the expression PIC.LINE,X[2] will first 

select the lines in PIC, then the X coordinateds within those 

lines, and then the second X coordinate. 

The shared status will save a considerable amount of 

work. However, care must be taken to ensure that it is not 

the cause of side effects. If a shared status variable is 

transformed (part of its value is replaced with a new value) 

side effects will occur in the parent variable. Hence, the 

value of a shared status variable must be copied into a new 

intermediate variable before a transformation takes place. 

The algorithms given in the Appendix E exploit the sta

tus of a variable to decide when an argument can be re-used 

or must be copied into a new location before calculation 

begins. In general, the opportunity to collect a variable 

after an operation can be decided by the table below. 
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In this table the mnemonic I is used to denote a 

independent variable, T a temporary or intermediate varia

ble and S a shared variable. Temporary variables cannot be 

collected if they produce a shared result because part of 

their values will be used in the shared result. Shared vari

ables cannot be collected because their data belongs to so

meone else (except for some housekeeping information, see 

Appendix D. 1) . 

OPERAND(S) 

I 

RESULT ACTION 

no collection 

I I 

I f 

I 1. no collection (The status of the 

argument is changed to 

independent) 

T 2. compare the array headers of the 

argument and result, then decide 

S 3. undecidable 

collect the array header 

and item pointers 
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I I 

I I 

If a collection is undecidable, then the collector must 

wait until the next operation to make the decision. The 

following examples illustrate the various states of the 

table. 

1. In the expression, A + 3 -> B, the left argument of 

the -> (assignment), function is an intermediate re

sult generated from the expression A + 3. By chang

ing the status of the argument from intermediate to 

independent, the result can be stored in B. 

2. In the expression, (A - 3) + (B * 4) ...., the oper

ands of the addition function have intermediate sta

tus, and so does the result. The arighmetic fun-

ctions can be more efficiently implemented if the 

triples of their arguments are re-used in the result. 

Hence, before collecting an argument from a result 

with intermediate status the collector must check 

that the argument has not been re-used for the result, 

3. In the expression, (A f 3).B, the left argument of 

the differentiation operation is an intermediate 

result from the expression A f 3. The result of a 

differentiation is always shared. Hence, its 
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argument cannot be collected, even if it was inter

mediate . 

'#.f^i%' 



CHAPTER VII 

PRECEDENCE, EVALUATION DIRECTION AND 
SYMBOL TABLE ORGANIZATION 

7.1 Precedence 

Traditional mathematics assigns different precedences 

to different functions. For example, the multiplication 

function is usually given a higher precedence than the addi

tion function. The standard precendencies of mathematics 

have been successfully adopted by many algorithmic languag

es. 

However, functional languages contain many functions. 

To assign precedencies to all these functions would be cum

bersome and confusing. Hence, most functional languages 

such as APL, LISP and SMALLTALK [19] have adopted a simpler 

scheme based on a small number of precedencies. 

Appendix F and G gives a formal description of the syn

tax of the data manipulation language. This syntax allows 

three precendencies. A high precedence for indexing A[B], 

differentiation A.B and projection (A:B). (In common with 

APL we could pretend that the high precedence does not exist 

by describing the syntax of the index function, for example, 

as a short form for (A index 3) [17].) The middle precedence 

includes all of the functions except those with a high or 

34 
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low precedence. Finally, the low precedence includes the 

IF-THEN function and the assignment function. 

7.2 Evaluation Direction 

Evaluation direction is another question that has puzz

led the designers of functional languages. The basic prob

lem, once again, is caused by the ambivalent nature of trad

itional mathematics. In mathematics binary operations are 

normally evaluated in a left to right direction. But unary 

operations, such as Sin Cos X are normally evaluated from 

right to left. 

APL. FP, LISP and LOGO evaluate expressions from right 

to left [16, 17, 31]. SMALLTALK [19] evaluates expressions 

from left to right. We have decided to make the data manipu

lation language evaluate from left to right also. If the 

language is to be imbedded in a host such as C or PASCAL this 

should be less confusing for the user. It also means that 

high precedence functions can be evaluated in the same di

rection as low and middle precedence ones (unlike APL) . 

Because of our decision, the syntax of monadic (unary) 

functions is rather strange. Their data now precedes the 

function, so Sin Cos X, becomes X Cos Sin. 
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7.3 Symbol Table 

In compiled language the symbol table is a compile 

time overhead which disappears before a program is executed. 

In interpretive languages, •by contrast, a sumbol table needs 

to be part of the run time environment. If an interpretive 

language is being designed for a small system such as mi

cro-computer it is important for the symbol table to be 

small also. 

Hash tables are traditionally used as symbol tables in 

compiled languages, and most interpretive ones. However, 

the size of a (traditional) hash table must be predicted in 

advance. Therefore, a small application must suffer the 

same size of table as a large application with a consequent . 

waste of space or time. 

AVL trees are an alternative to hash tables. They can 

grow as the size of the symbol table grows. Hence, the sym

bol table records described in Appendix H, use an AVL tree. 

Most data base systems add an unfortunately large over

head to the run time environment of a program. We are con

cerned to ensure that the size of our environment is propor

tional to the size of the application. The use of threaded 

trees of triples enables the data space to be kept small. 

AVL trees will enable the symbol table to be small also. The 

other significant overhead is the code needed to implement 
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the fmictions of the language. Hopefully, this can be kept 

small by tight coding of the algoritlims (see the Appendix) . 

Recently extensible hash tables have been investigated 

[30]. They have the same growth qualities as AVL trees and 

possibly faster access times. However, they are still a 

very active research topic, whereas AVL trees are now well 

understood. Therefore, we prefer to base our initial 

implementation on AVL trees. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

The development of a system design from a series of 

abstract concepts is not an easy task. Especially, when 

those concepts are constantly being refined. 

In the Appendix of this thesis we have described a blue 

print for an implementation of the nested relational data 

model. We have taken a set of abstract and sometimes vague 

ideas and produced a formal definition. To do this we have: 

1. Defined an internal format for the data model (right 

threaded binary trees of triples). 

2. Designed algorithms which implement the operations of 

the algebra by modifying the trees of triples. 

3. Formally defined the syntax of a data manipulation 

language for the data model. 

4. Described a lexical analyzer and parser for the lan

guage. 

5. Described an interpreter which applies the operations 

of the data manipulation language to the output of 

the lexical analyzer and parser. 

The project of which this thesis is a part is still far 

from complete. Many design and practical issues remain to 

be addressed. However, we have successfully described an 
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implementation schema for the current version of the data 

model and its algebra« This schema will now be physically 

realized, thus enabling fur*ther tests and experiments to be 

performed. 
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APPENDIX A 

NESTED RELATIONAL DATA MODEL AND 
OPERATIONS 

A*1 Homogeneous and Hetereogeneous 

Relations 

Homogeneous and hetereogeneous relations are defined 

from an ordered set of attribute domains. Each item in a 

homogeneous relation must have the same definition. Each 

item in a hetereogeneous relation can have a different defi

nition. A homogeneous relation is represented as a two 

dimensional table in which each row represents an item. 

A hetereogeneous relation is represented as a one dimen

sional list in which each column represents an item. 

Any number of columns can belong to each attribute in a 

relation. However, in a homogeneous relation each item 

must contain the same attribute in the same column. In 

a hetereogeneous relation each item can contain a different 

attribute in its (single) column. The attributes of a 

relation can contain enclosures of other relations, 

numbers, booleans or strings. 
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1. 

2. 

A.2 Type Compatibility Rules 

Two homogeneous items are type compatible if they 

contain the same attributes in the same order. 

Two hetereogeneous items are type compatible if 

they contain the same attributes in the same order 

3. Hetereogeneous and homogeneous items cannot be type 

compatible. 

4. All the items in a vector must be type compatible. 

5. Two items can only be equal if they are type compa

tible. 

A.3 Data Model Definition Function 

A.3.1 Definition 

A data model is defined as a series of domains using 

the sdom and mdom functions. The name of each domain is 

given in the left argument of a dom function and its rela

tion and attributes in the right argument. The sdom func

tion defines domains whose items are created using singleton 

enclosures. The mdom function defines domains whose items 

are created using multiple enclosures. If a new domain is 

defined from a relation, then the keyword HOM is used to 

indicate a homogeneous relation, and HET a hetereogeneous 

relation. These keywords must be given as the first name in 

the function's right argument. The standard pre-defined 
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domains of the system are indicated using the keywords 

INTEGER, REAL, STRING and BOOLEAN. Domains with the 

same structure can be simultaneously defined by including 

more than one name in the left argument of a dom function. 

The attributes of a domain must be a set. 

A. 3.2 Examples 

The following expressions define the data model 

illustrated in Figure 7. In these examples strings with 

double quotes are used as a convenient notation for 

creating a vector of strings. Each token in this notation 

is terminated by one or more spaces. Thus "ONE TWO THREE" 

is equivalent to 'ONE' 'TWO' 'THREE.' 

"ANGLE" sdom "INTEGER" 

"X Y RADIUS" sdom "REAL" 

"CENTER VERT ENDl END2" sdom "HOM X Y" 

"POLYGON" mdom "VERT" 

"CIRCLE" sdom "HOM ENDl END2" 

"TEXT" sdom "HOM VERT STRING ANGLE" 

"PICTURE" sdom "HET CIRCLE POLYGON LINE TEXT" 
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PICTURE 

r— 
CIRCLE 

I 
LINE 

RADIUS CENTER X Y 

POLYGON 

(VERT) I 
I ENDl END2 

1 

I I 

TEXT 

1 
VERT STRING ANGLE 

REAL Y X Y INTEGER 

INTEGER INTEGER 

Figure 7: Example Data Model 

A.4 Integration and Enclosure 

A. 4.1 Integration 

A.4.1.1 Definitions 

The 'AND' integration function (&) is used to construct 

homogenous relations. The 'OR' integration function (|) is 

used to create hetereogeneous relations. The arguments of 
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the 'AND' integration function must be vectors containing 

items with homogeneous relations or vectors containing no 

relation. The arguments of the 'OR' integration function 

must be vectors containing items with hetereogeneous rela

tions or no relation. Both functions exploit the order of 

the items in thir argument. In a homogeneous integration 

each argument must contain the same number of items or one 

item. In a hetereogeneous integration the number of items 

does not matter. 

A.4.1.2 Examples 

— Make X a basic vector contain numbers. 

1 2 -> X 

— Make Y a basic vector contain character strings, 

'abc' 'def' -> Y 

Make Z a basic vector contain boolean values. 

? is true, ! is false. 

? 1 - > Z 

— use 'AND' integration (&) to construct a homogeneous 

relation. 

X & Y & Z 

NUMBER STRING BOOLEAN 

1 abc ? 

2 def ! 
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— Use 'OR' integration (|) to construct a hetereogeneous 

relation. 

X I Y I Z , 

NUMBER NUMBER STRING STRING BOOLEAN BOOLEAN 

1 2 abc def ? ! 

— To allow the algebra to invert any integration using the 

projection function, a unique monatomically increasing 

suffix is added to each occurrence of the same attribute 

in a relation. 

X & X 

NUMBERl NUMBER2 

X I X 

NUMBERl NUMBERl NUMBER2 NUMBER2 

A.4.2 Enclosure 

A.4.2.1 Definitions 

The enclosure function encloses the items in a relation 

to form new items belonging to a target domain. The rela

tion to be enclosed must be type compatible with the rela-
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tion of the target domain. The result of an enclosure is 

a vector with no relation and a single attribute. In a 

singleton enclosure (senc) %ach item of the result is 

created from one item of the argument. (In a homogeneous 

relation these items were rows, in a hetereogeneous one 

they were columns.) In a multiple enclosure (menc) the 

single item of the result contains all of the items of the 

argument. 

A. 4.2.2 Examples 

— The singleton enclosure function creates many items. 

'TEMPI' senc (X & Y & Z) 

(1 abc ?) (2 def !) 

'TEMP2' senc (X | Y | Z) 

(1) (2) (abc) (def) (?) (!) 

— The multiple enclosure function creates one item. 

'TEMP3' menc (X & Y & Z) 

(1 abc ? 2 def !) 

'TEMP4' menc (X | Y ) Z) 

(1 2 abc def ? !) 
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A.4.3 Example Data Base 

All subsequent examples will use the data defined 

in this section, unless otherwise indicated. 

•X' senc 1 1 3 5 5 -> A 

•Y' senc 1 3 4 3 1 -> B 

'POLYGON' menc ('VERT' senc (A & B)) -> C 

'TEXT' senc (('VERT' senc ('X' senc 1) & 

('Y' senc 0.5)) & 

('STRING' senc 'a house') & 

( 'ANGLE' senc 0) ) -> D 

'CIRCLE' senc (('RADIUS' senc 10) & ('CENTER' senc 

('X' senc 8) & ('Y' senc 9))) -> E 

'CIRCLE' senc (('RADIUS' senc 5) & ('CENTER' senc 

('X' senc 1) & CY' senc 2))) -> F 

'LINE' senc (('ENDl'senc ('X' senc. 1) & 

('Y' senc 3)) & 

('END2' senc ('X' senc 5) & 

('Y' senc 3))) -> G 

'PICTURE' senc (C | D | E | F | G) - PIC 
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A.5 Functions 

A. 5.1 Print 

A.5.1.1 Definitions 

The function print is useful because it includes a 

description of the structure of an item with its data. 

A.5.1.2 Examples 

PIC print 

POLYGON : (VERT : (X : 1 Y : 1) VERT : (X : 1 Y : 3) 

VERT : (X : 3 Y : 4) VERT : (X : 5 Y : 3) 

VERT : (X : 5 Y : 1) ) 

TEXT : (VERT : (X : 1 Y : 0.5) STRING : a house 

ANGLE :0) 

CIRCLE : (RADIUS : 10 CENTER : (X : 8 Y : 9)) 

CIRCLE : (RADIUS : 5 CENTER : (X : 1 Y : 2)) 

LINE : (ENDl : (X : 1 Y : 3) END2 : (X : 5 Y : 3) ) 

A. 5. 2 Differentiation and Indexing 

A.5.2.1 Definitions 

The Differentiation and Indexing functions can be used 

to access the sub-items within an item. The differentiation 

function (.) selects a sub-item using the name of its 

domain. The Indexing function ([]) selects an item using 
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its position within a vector. Both functions are indepen

dent of the type of their argument items. 

A. 5.2.2 Examples 

PIC.X print 

1 1 3 5 5 1 8 1 1 5 

PIC.LINE print 

ENDl : (X : 1 Y : 3) END2 : (X : 5 Y : 3) 

PIC[3 4][1] print 

CIRCLE : (RADIUS : 10 CENTER : (X : 8 Y : 9) 

2 3 -> PIC[5].X 

PIC print 

POLYGON : (VERT : (X : 1 Y : 1) VERT : (X : 1 Y : 3) 

VERT : (X : 3 Y : 4) VERT : (X : 5 Y : 3) 

VERT : (X : 5 Y : 1) ) 

TEXT : (VERT : (X : 1 Y : 0.5) STRING : a house 

ANGLE : 0) 

CIRCLE : (RADIUS : 10 CENTER : (X 

CIRCLE : (RADIUS : 5 CENTER : (X : 

LINE : (ENDl : (X : 2 Y : 3) END2 

: 8 Y : 9) ) 

1 Y : 2)) 

: (X : 3 Y : 3)) 
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PIC.LINE.XE2] + 10 -> PIC.LINE.X[l] 

PIC.LINE print 

ENDl: (X : 13 Y : 3) END2 : (X : 5 Y : 3) 

* This example illustrates an extended syntax in which 

* the target domain of a differentiation is given by a 

* variable. * 

"POLYGON Y" -> TEMP 

(PIC diff TEMP)[2] print 

A. 5.3 Projection 

A. 5.3.1 Definitions 

A name-projection function is defined, it permutes 

the columns in a relation using their name. The function 

is represented by symbol - proj. In a hetereogeneous 

relation each item represents a column. Hence, the result 

of a projection of a hetereogeneous relation is almost 

equivalent to a select of the conventional relational 

algebra. However, the two results are different because a 

project affects the type of a relation whereas a select 

produces a vector with the same type as the argument. 
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A«5.3.2 Examples 

(PIC proj 'CIRCLE') print 

CIRCLE : (RADIUS : Ifi CENTER : (X : 8 Y : 9) ) 

CIRCLE : (RADIUS : 5 CENTER : (X : 1 Y : 2)) 

— We can express the projection in a short-hand form 

(PIC : CIRCLE) print 

A.5.4 Some Miscellaneous Functions 

A.5.4.1 Definitions 

1. The function type returns a vector of names describ

ing the type (relation and attributes) of an argu-

ment. 

2. The function subs returns a list of the sub-domains 

of an argument. 

3. The function length returns a count of the number of 

items in a relation. (For a homogeneous relation 

this count is equivalent to the number of rows, for 

a hetereogeneous relation it is equivalent to the 

number of columns.) 

A.5.4.2 Examples 

PIC type 

HET CIRCLE POLYGON LINE TEXT 

PIC.POLYGON type 

VERT 
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PIC subs 

POLYGON VERT X NUMBER Y TEXT STRING ANGLE CIRCLE 

RADIUS CENTER LINE ENDl END2 

PIC.POLYGON subs 

VERT X Y NUMBER 

PIC length 

5 

PIC:CIRCLE length 

2 

PIC.POLYGON length 



APPENDIX B 

MAPPING 

B.l Definition 

An algebra for design data bases needs to be able to 

test the properties and relationships of items. In a 

design data base these properties and relationships will 

typically be more complex than those which occur in con

ventional data bases. Abstract functions provide a simple 

method for encapsulating complex expressions [15]. In our 

schema we call these functions mappings. In recent years 

considerable research has been performed to deduce the 

desirable properties for abstract functions [14]. Hopeful

ly the techniques presented in this section are a straight

forward application of this research. 

A mapping can be either dyadic or monadic. In an alge

bra a mapping may be applied to many items simultaneously, 

so it is desirable for a mapping to always produce the same 

result for the same arguments, and undesirable for it to 

produce side effects. For these reasons, mappings are res

tricted so that they cannot reference external variables or 

invoke the assignment function. This in turn implies that 

the result of a mapping for a particular pair of items must 

be defined by a single expression. 
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An expression can become quite complex so we allow it 

to be split into a series of labelled sub-expressions. 

Also, some mappings have discontinuities in their arguments. 

Therefore, the expression defining the result of a mapping 

for a particular pair of items may need to be chosen from a 

list of possible expressions. We allow this type of mapp

ing to be represented as a series of guarded expressions. 

The expression used to evaluate the result for a particular 

item or pair of items is the first expression, in a top down 

order, whose guard evaluates to true. Expressions with no 

guard are unconditionally true. 

Within a mapping the formal parameters are represented 

by the symbols (@) for the left or only argument, and (#) 

for the right argument. 

The header of a mapping consists of three parts : the 

first part gives the name of the mapping followed by a co

lon; the second part gives the domains of the arguments 

(separated if necessary by a times symbol); the third part 

is preceded by a right arrow (->) and gives the domain of 

the result. 

Some mappings can be applied to items in many different 

domains. If the number of these domains is finite then the 

expression to be invoked for a particular type of item can 

be chosen by generically over loading a mappings name. If 
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the niimber of possible domains is infinite, then a 

non-generic argument can be indicated by including the 

symbol (@) or (#) directly in a mappings header. 

B.2 Examples 

The value of PIC is assumed to be that defined in Ap

pendix A-4.3 in these examples. 

$dist: CIRCLE X CIRCLE - REAL 

* This mapping calculates the distance between the center * 

* of two circles. * 

* Symbol pow represent the power function. * 

=> ((#.X - @.X) pow 2) + (#.Y - @.Y) pow 2) pow 0.5 

PIC : CIRCLE -> A 

(A[l]) dist (A[2]) print 

9.899 

$reverse: LINE -> LINE 

* This mapping reverses the two end points of a line. 

=> 'LINE' senc (@.END2 & @.END1) 

(PIC proj 'LINE') reverse print 
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ENDl : (X : 5 Y : 3) END2 : (X : 1 Y : 3) 

$dist: ENDl X vert -> REAL 

* The name of this mapping is generically overloaded* * 

=> (((#.X - @.X) pow 2) + (#.Y - @.Y) pow 2) pow 0.5 

$ 

$dist: CIRCLE X CIRCLE -> REAL 

* An earlier mapping reproduced with sub-expressions. * 

=> (SUBl + SUB2) pow 0.5 

SUBl * (#.X - @.X) pow 2 

SUB2 * , (#.Y - @.Y) pow 2 

$size: CHARACTER X # -> INTEGER 

* A mapping to deduce the size of an item in a subdomain. * 

* The right argument is non-generic. * 

* A full syntax differentiation is used, see A.5.2.2. * 

=> (# diff @) length 
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(•Xt; size PIC) print-

5 1 1 1 2 

CY' size PIC.LINE) print 

1 1 

$dist: LINE X VERT -> REAL 

* This mapping use IF-THEN (=>) to find the distance * 

* between a line and a point. * 

* Symbol mul represent the multiply function.'* 

* Symbol not represent the negate function. * 

BEFORE => @.END1 dist # 

AFTER => @.END2 dist # 

BETWEEN => DISTB mul ((ANGB - ANGA) sin) 

BEFORE * 90 > (ANGB - ANGA) 

AFTER * DISTA < (DISTB mul ((ANGB - ANGA) cos)) 

BETWEEN * not (BEFORE & AFTER) 

ANGB * @.END1 angle #. 

ANGA * @.ENDi angle @.END2 

DISTB * @.END1 dist # 

DISTA * @.END1 dist (3 . END 2 
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$angle: ENDl X # -> REAL 

=> (@dist #) mul ((@.X - #.X) arcsin) 



APPENDIX C 

OPERATORS 

C.l Definitions 

In a set oriented algebra a function to test the prop

erties and relationships of items must be applied to many 

items simultaneously. Operators represent a convenient 

method for controlling the application of a function to a 

set (or list) of items [10] . Hence, in our algebra the con

ventional operations of the relational algebra, such as join 

and select, are represented as operators. The semantics of 

these two operators are formally defined below. Other opera

tors will be necessary in our algebra before it is complete. 

The design of these operators is currently being researched. 

1. The join operator is represented by the symbol JOIN, 

its result for an arbitrary function f is defined by 

the predicate calculus expression below. 

A f JOIN B < — > ^ & b : a f b = ? > ?is true 

2. The select operator is represented by the symbol 

SELECT, its result for an arbitrary function f is 

defined by the expression below. 

A f SELECT B <--> < a : b a f b = ! > I 

<b : a a f b = !> ! is false 
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Obviously, the select defined above is different to 

the select of the conventional relational algebra. However, 

it may be more general because both its arguments and result 

are relations. 

C.2 Examples 

-- Setcircle and setpoly are abstract function 

which create circles and polygons respectively. 

— Comma (,) is the catenation function, see [18]. 

2 10 10 setcircle -> I 

1,(1 1 1 setcircle) -> I 

(7 8 9; 7 9 9) setpoly -> K 

K, ((10 9 10; 11 12 13) setpoly) ->K 

K, ((40 30 30 40; 1 2 3 4) setpoly) -> K 

K, ((50 60 50 60 45; 1 2 3 4 5) setpoly) -> K 

— The content of I,K is shown below as a list of 6 items 

CIRCLE CIRCLE POLYGON 

(2 10 10) (111) ( 7 7 8 9 9 9 ) 

POLYGON POLYGON 

(10 11 9 12 10 13) (40 1 30 2 30 3) 

POLYGON 

(50 1 60 2 50 3 60 4 45 5) 
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$Over: POLYGON X CIRCLE -yBOGLEAN 

•Function to test for polygons with a vertex * 

* inside a circle. * 

* ?RED is the APL reduction operator, see [18]. * 

* or is a boolean function * 

= > ((la.VERT dist #.CENTER) < #.RADIUS) or ?RED 

$ 

K over I[l] K over I [2] 

? ? ! ! ! ! ! ! 

— use JOIN to obtain records of overlapping polygons 

and circles. 

(K over JOIN I) print 

POLYGON CIRCLE 

(7 7) (8 9) (9 9) (2 10 10) 

(10 11) (9 12) (10 13) (2 10 10) 

— use SELECT to obtain list of non-overlapping 

polygons and circles 

(P over SELECT I) print 

POLYGON POLYGON 

(40 1 30 2 30 3 40 4) (50 1 60 2 50 3 60 4 45 5) 

CIRCLE 
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(1 1 1) 



APPENDIX D 

BASIC ALGORITHMS FOR THE ALGEBRA 

D.l Introduction 

A data base is stored as a right preorder threaded 

binary tree. Each node in the tree is a triple contain

ing three fields. For a link node these fields consist of 

a left link, a right link and an information field. For a 

leaf (property node) these fields contain an information 

field, a thread link and a value field. The information 

fields in both types of nodes point to a symbol table 

record which describes the domain of the item described by 

this triple. In the leaf nodes the value field points to 

a record containing a string, if this item is a string 

item. 

It would be wasteful to store symbol table records and 

strings in triples, so a separate record with eight fields 

is used for these items. 

A data base is organized into a series of user addres

sable vectors. Each vector is accessable from the symbol 

table and consists of three major components: an array head

er describing the global properties of the vector (see 

below); vector nodes linking the items in a vecor and item 

nodes representing the data in the vector. Vector and item 
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nodes are represented by triples, arrays headers are 

represented by two triples. 

Figure 3 gives a detailed description of an example 

vector. The following notes describe the features of this 

vector. 

1. The array header contains the following fields. 

a) Relation: The relation of the vector (homogene

ous, hetereogeneous or none.) 

b) Attributes: The address of a symbol table record 

describing the attributes of this vector. 

c) Status: Used for garbage collection. A status 

can either be Independent, Shared or Intermedi

ate, see Chapter VI. 

d) Length: The number of instances in the vector. 

2. We address the fields in a triple as : LINK, RLINK 

and INFO (the position of these fields is immateri

al.) In a vector node: the LLINK field contains a 

pointer to the tree of triples representing this 

item; the RLINK field contains a pointer to the next 

vector node; and the INFO field contains the value 

of the thread field which terminates this item. 

(The INFO field is needed to deduce the end of items 

in vectors with Shared status.) 
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3. In an item node, the LLINK field points to the 

contents of the item (for non-leaf nodes), or to 

the value of the it^ (for string items), or it is 

the value of the item (for other leaf nodes). The 

RLINK field points to the next item in a relation 

(for non-leaf nodes), or to the next item in pre

order sequence (for leaf nodes), The INFO field 

points to a domain symbol table record for all item 

nodes except the attribute nodes immediately below 

the vector nodes. In these nodes, the INFO fields 

point to the attribute record in the array header. 

(This enables the algorithms to distinguish between 

attributes belonging to the same domain.) 

4. No thread is used between to link the last node in an 

item with the next item (such a link would hinder the 

Index function). 

D.2 Optimization 

A description of the meaning of the status field in a 

vector is given in Chapter VI. The algorithms below exploit 

this status to avoid copying the argument data of a function 

wherever possible. They also sometimes use it to ensure 

that only part of an argument vector is collected. 

For example, in an And (&) integration the arguments do 
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not need to be copied if they both have intermediate status. 

However, after the integration the vector nodes in the 

second item are no longer needed. So, the status of this 

vector IS changed to shared to enable these nodes to be 

collected. 

D.3 & (and) Integration 

The effect of applying an & integration to the variables 

X and Z, defined in Appendix A.4.1.2, is given in figure 8. 

d 4. 

azi 

i 

^/ 

1 2 I 

X 

rm-^ 

x&z 

M i 

> / 

1 -' 

u-̂  

—d r 
- n — r 

-O 

>Qrij pm^i^m 

Figure 8: Result of an & (and) Integration of 
Variables X and Z 

The users syntax for an & integration is OPl & 0P2. 

(After parsing the polish notation form will be: OPl 0P2 &.) 
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1. [Check for length compatability] 

If (LENGTH(OPl) = LENGTH(0P2)) THEN 

GO TO Step 2 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// length error // 

exit 

END 

2. [Can copying be avoided ?] 

IF (STATUS(OPl) = intermediate & 

STATUS(0P2) = intermediate) THEN 

BEGIN 

RESULT <- OPl 

TEMPI <- OPl 

TEMP 2 <- OP 2 

GO TO step 3 

END 

ELSE 

IF (STATUS(OPl) = intermediate) THEN 

BEGIN 

RESULT <- OPl 

TEMPI <- OPl 

TEMP2 <- C0PYTREE(0P2) 

END 
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SLSE 

IF (STATUS(0P2) = intermediate) THEN 

BEGIN 

TEMP2 <- 0P2 

TEMPI <- COPYTREE(OPl) 

RESULT <- TEMPI 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

TEMPI <- COPYTREE(OPl) 

TEMP2 <- C0PYTREE(0P2) 

RESULT <- TEMPI 

END 

3. [Create attribute list, insert relation, 

get vector node] 

VNl <- RLINK(RLINK(TEMPI) ) 

VN2 <- RLINK(RLINK(TEMP2)) 

GARB <.- TEMP 2 

4. [Finished ?] 

IF (VNl = 0) THEN 

GO TO step 7 

ELSE 

GO TO step 5 

5. [Construct thread] 

SUCOR <- LLINK(VNl) 
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WHILE (INFO(SUCOR) <> system-type) DO 

BEGIN 

IF (RLINK(SUCOR) = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

RLINK (SUCOR) <- LLINK (VNl) 

SUCCOR <- LLINK(SUCOR) 

END 

ELSE 

SUCOR <- RLLINK(SUCOR) 

END 

RLINK(SUCOR) <- LLINK(VNl) 

6. [Advance to next vector node] 

VNl <- RLINK(VNl) 

VN2 <- RLINK(VN2) 

GO TO step 4 

7. [Garbage collection for array header 

and vector node of right argument] 

STATUS(GARB) <- shared 

FREENODE(GARGB) 

exit 
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D.4 I(or) Integration 

The effect of applying an or integration to the 

variables X and Z is given in figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Result of an | (or) Integration of X 
and Z 

The users syntax for an | (or) integration is : OPl 

0P2. 

1. [Step 1 is the same as step 2 in & integration] 

2. [Insert TEMP2's attributes into TEMPI] 

3. [Update the Length of TEMPI to include TEMP2's items] 

4. [Make TEMPI a hetereogeneous relation] 

5. [Get the last vector node in TEMPI] 
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WHILE (RLINK(VNIVO 0) DO 

BEGIN 

VNl <- RLINK(VNl) 

END 

6. [Extend TBIOil] 

RLINK (VNl) <- VN2 

7. [Garbage collection of TEMP2 array header] 

STATUS(TEMP2) <- shared 

RLINK(RLINK(TEMP2)) <- 0 

FREEBLOCK(TEMP2) 

exit 

D.5 Senc (singleton) Enclosure 

The result of the expression — *X' senc 1 1 3 5 5 

is given in figure 10. 

0 X DOMAIN DEFINITION RECORD 

^ 

± 
1 

U 
> / 

3 5 5 

Figure 10: Example of Singleton Enclosure 
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The users syntax for a singleton enclosure is : OPl 

senc 0P2. OPl is the name of the domain into which 0P2 is 

to be enclosed. The parser will convert 0P2 into a pointer 

to a symbol table record containing this domain. 

1. [Make sure the relation in 0P2 is compatible with OPl] 

2. [Is it necessary to copy 0P2 ?] 

IF (STATUS(0P2) = intermediate) THEN 

BEGIN 

TEMP2 <- OP2 

GO TO step 3 

END 

ELSE 

TEMP2 <- C0PYTREE(0P2) 

3. [Create new attribute, change the relation. 

If necessary delete the old attributes. 

Assign the first vector node to VN.J 

OLDDOM <- D0MFLAG(TEMP2) 

D0MFLAG(TEMP2) <- OPl 

RESULT <- TEMP2 

HEAD <- RLINK(TEMP2) 

VN <- RLINK(HEAD) 

4. [Finished ?] 

IF (VN = 0) THEN 

exit 
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ELSE 

GO TO step 5 

5. [Create new vector node. 

insert attribute into old vector node] 

RLINK(HEAD) <- NEWNODE() 

INFO(VN) <- OLDDOM 

LLINK(RLINK(HEAD)) <- VN 

HEAD <- RLINK(HEAD) 

VN <- RLINK (VN) 

GO TO Step 4 

D.6 Menc (multiple) Enclosure 

The result of the expression — 'X' menc 1 1 3 5 5 

is given in figure 11. 

/t TO X DOMAIN DEFINITION RECORD 

-^ 5 

Figure 11 : Example of Multiple Enclosure 
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The users syntax for a multiple enclosure is : OPl 

menc 0P2. The identities of its arguments are the same 

as those of the singleton enclosure function* 

1. [Steps 1 and 2 are the same as those of 

the singleton enclosure function] 

2. [Change domain flag, length in array header] 

OLDDOM <- D0MFLAG(TEMP2) 

D0MFLAG(TEMP2) <- OPl 

LENGTH(TEMP2) <- 1 

RESULT <- TEMP2 

3. [Set GARB to the start of 0P2s vector nodes so 

they can be collected] 

VN <- RLINK(RLINK(TEMP2)) 

GARB <- RLINK(TEMP2) 

4. [Finished linking trheads ?] 

IF (RLINK(VN) = 0) THEN 

GO TO step 7 

ELSE 

GO TO step 6 

5. [Link the attributes and threads of each item] 

SUCOR <- LLINK(VN) 

WHILE (INFO(SUCOR) <> system-type) DO 

BEGIN 

IF (RLINK(SUCOR) = 0) THEN 
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BEGIN 

RLINK(SUCOR) <- LLINK(RLINK(VN)) 

SUCOR <- LLINK (SJUCOR) 

END 

ELSE 

SUCOR <- RLINK (SUCOR) 

END 

RLINK(SUCOR) <- LINK(RLINK(VN)) 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 

GO TO step 5 

6. [Create new triple, make it point to the old items, 

give it the new attribute, link it to the 

array header] 

TEMP <- NEWNODE0 

INFO(TEMP) <- OLDDOM 

VN <- RLINK(RLINK(TEMP2)) 

LLINK(TEMP) <- LLINK(VN) 

RLINK(TEMP) <- 0 

// LINK header to TEMP // 

LLINK(VN) <- TEMP 

7. [Garbage collection] 

STATUS (GARB) <- shared 

FREENODE(GARB) 

exit 
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D.7 Indexing 

The result of PIC[1 2 3] is given in figure 12, PIC 

is defined in Appendix A.4.3. 

PIC 

PIC[1 ^ 2 
- ^ 

3] 

• 

! 
t 

1 - ^ - ^ 
1 

Figure 12: Result of PIC[1 2 3] 

The users syntax for an indexing is: 0P1[0P2]. In

dexing is essentially a selection operation based on pos

ition. 

1. [Create new array header for the result] 

RESULT <- NEWNODE0 

RLINK (RESULT) <- D0r4FLAG (OP 1) 

DOHFLG(RESULT) <- DOMFLAG(OPl) 

STATUS(RESULT) <- shared 

LENGTH(RESULT) <- LENGTH(OP2) 

VN <-vRLINK(RESULT) 

NUMB <- 1 
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2. [Get the start of the vector node] 

VNl <- RLINK(RLINK(OPl)) 

TEMPVNl <- VNl 

VN2 <- RLINK(RLINK(0P2)J 

3. [Finished ?] 

IF (VN2 = 0) THEN 

exit 

ELSE 
• * 

GO TO step 4 

4. [Get first number in 0P2] 

IF (LLINK(LLINK(VN2)) >« NUMB) THEN 

BEGIN 

POS <- NUMB 

VNl <- TEMPVNl 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

VNl <- RLINK(RLINK(0P1) ) 

NUMB •<- LLINK(LLINK(VN2)) 

END 

5. [Select the corresponding instance in OPl] 

WHILE (POS <> NUMB) DO 

BEGIN 

VNl <- RLINK(VNl) 

POS <- POS ••• 1 



IP (VNl = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// addressing error // 

exit 

END // if // 

END // while // 

6. [Create new vector node] 

RLINK(VN) <- NEWNODE0 

LLINK(RLINK(VN)) <- LLINK(VNl) 

INFO(RLINK(VN)) <- INFO(VNl) 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 

7. [Rest VNl and VN2) 

TEMPVNl <- VNl 

VN2 <- RLINK(VN2) 

GO TO step 3 

D.8 Differentiation 
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The result of PIC.POLYGON is given in figure 13. 

The users syntax for a differentation is : 0P1.0P2 

1,. [Create new array header for the result] 

RESULT <- NEWNODE0 

RLINK(RESULT) <- NEWNODE() 

DOMFLAG(RESULT) <- 0P2 
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• . PIC 1 

— ^ — ) J 

,,POLYGON ,,TEXT 
* • 

• 

PIC.POLYGON I 
Figure 13: Result of PIC.POLYGON 

STATUS (RESULT) <- shared 

VN <- RLINK(RESULT) 

2. [Get the start of vector node in OPl] 

VNl <- RLINK(RLINK(0P1)) 

NUMB <- 0 

3. [Finished ?] 

IF (VNl = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

LENGTH(RESULT) <- NUMB 

exit 

END 

ELSE 

GO TO step 4 

4. [Search the domain flag in the structure] 
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SUCOR <- SUCCESSOR(VNl) 

WHILE (SUCOR <> 0 & 

INFO (SUCOR) <> Dq^IFLAG(0P2) & 

level-number.(SUCOR) > level-number (0P2)) DO 

BEGIN 

SUCOR <- SUCCESSOR(SUCOR) 

END 

5* [Is a valid triple address ?] 

IF (SUCOR = 0) THEN 

GO TO step 7 

6. [Create new vector node and disclose the relation] 

IF (DOMFLAG(INFO(SUCOR)) = singleton-enclosure) THEN 

BEGIN 

RLINK(VN) <- NEWNODE0 

IF (INFO(SUCOR) = system-type) THEN 

LLINK(RLINK(VN)) <- SUCOR 

ELSE 

LLINK(RLINK(VN)) <- LLINK(SUCOR) 

INFO(RLINK(VN) <- RLINK(SUCOR) 

VN <- RLINK (VN) 

NUMB <- NUMB + 1 

END 

ELSE // it is a multiple-enclosure // 
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BEGIN 

TEMP <- LLINK(SUCOR) 

IF (DOMFLAG(INFO(SUCOR)) = homogeneous) THEN 

BEGIN 

WHILE (TEMP <> 0) DO 

BEGIN 

RLINK(VN) <- NEWNODE0 

VN <- RLINK (VN) 

LLINK(VN) - TEMP 

FOR I <- 1 STEP 1 TO 

(number of attribute - 1) DO 

BEGIN 

• TEMP <- RLINK (TEMP) 

END // for loop // 

INFO(VN) <- RLINK(TEMP) 

TEMP <- RLINK(TEMP) 

NUMB <- NUMB + 1 

END // while loop // 

END // if-then // 

ELSE // it is a hetergeneous relation // 

BEGIN 

WHILE (TEMP <> 0) DO 

BEGIN 

RLINK(VN) <- NEWNODE0 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 
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LLINK(VN) <- TEMP 

INFO(VN) <- RLINK(TEMP) 

NUMB <- NUMB + 1 

END // while Ibop // 

END 

7. [Get next vector node] 

VNl <- RLINK(VNl) 

GO TO step 3 

D.9 Algorithm SUCCESSOR (N) 

This operation find the preorder successor of node N. 

1. [Go left or right ?] 

IF (INFO(N) = system-type) THEN 

SUCCESSOR 0 <- RLINK(N) 

ELSE 

SUCCESSOR 0 <- LLINK(N) 

exit 

D.IO Algorithm COPYTREE(ROOT) 

This routine copies an entire structure. ROOT is the 

address of an array header. 

1. [Copy the array header] 

RESULT<- NEWNODE0 

TEMP <- NEWNODE0 
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I«iINK(RESULT) <- TEMP 

DOMFLAG(RESULT) <- NEWNODE() 

copy the attribute list from DOMFLAG(ROOT) 

STATUS(RESULT) <- intermediate 

LENGTH(RESULT) <- LENGTH(ROOT) 

VN <- RLINK(RLINK(ROOT)) 

2. [Copy the substructure one by one] 

WHILE (VN,<> 0) DO 

BEGIN 

RLINK(TEMP) <- SUBCOPY(VN) 

TEMP <- RLINK(TEMP) 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 

END 

exit 

D.ll Algorithm SUBCOPY(N) 

This routine copies an item. N is the address of a 

vector node, it contains the address of the subtree to be 

copied. SI is a stack of nodes to be copied, S2 is a stack 

of newly created nodes. 

1.[Initialize] 

CURRENT <- NEWNODE0 

INFO(CURRENT) <- 0 //vector node // 

SUBCOPYO <- CURRENT 
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TOPI <- 0 

T0P2 <- 0 

PAST <- N 

2. [Get the successor] 

SUCOR <- SUCCESSOR(N) 

3. [Copy the node] 

NODE <- NEWNODE0 

INFO(NODE) <- INFOR(SUCOR) 

IF (INFO(SUCOR) = system-type) THEN 

LLINK(NODE) <- LLINK(SUCOR) 

4. [Link, the node with the tree] 

IF (INFO(PAST) = system-type) THEN 

BEGIN 

WHILE (RLINK(S1(T0P1)) = SUCOR) THEN 

BEGIN 

POP(SI,TOPI) 

TEMP <- P0P(S2, T0P2) 

IF (TEMP <> 0) THEN 

RLINK(TEMP) <- NODE 

END // while // 

END // if-then // 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

LLINK(CURRENT) <- NODE 

CURRENT <- NODE 
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END 

5. [Update the traversal stack] 

PUSH(S2,TOP2^NODE) 

PUSH(SI,TOPI,SUCOR) 

PAST <- SUCOR 

SUCOR <- SUCCESSOR(SUCOR) 

6. [Finished ?] 

IF (SUCOR = 0) THEN 

exit 

ELSE 

GO TO step 3 

D.12 External I/O Operations 

A nested relational data base is organized in memory as 

a tree of physical pointers. Pointers are an inefficient 

structure in secondary memory. Hence, the external write 

operation converts a tree into an address independent 

string, and the external read operation reads a string and 

produces a tree. 

Each node in a tree contains three fields. Two of the 

fields are links. These links can be converted into a 

string using a standard algorithm [34] . The third field is 

a pointer to a symbol table record describing the properties 

(domain) of the node. The symbol table records of a tree 
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are not stored with the tree in secondary memory. Instead, 

a tree of symbol table records (representing a hierarchy of 

domains) must be given when a string is read back into main 

memory. This tree of symbol table records is used to define 

the new domains of the nodes in the re-created tree. Usual

ly the new domains will be the same as the old domains. 

However, the algorithms below only insist that the new and 

old domains have identical structures. 

The write algorithm modifies the standard threaded tree 

write algorithm so that the property of each domain in a 

tree (i.e., the number and position of each attribute) is 

included in the string written into secondary memory. The 

read algorithm uses this information to check that the new 

and old domains have identical structures. 

D.12.1 External Write Algorithm 

The algorithm traverses a binary tree in preorder 

sequence. Two marks are stored with each value to indicate 

whether an item has a left sub-tree, a right sub-tree or 

both. The values are numbers giving the position of each 

items domain in the attribute list of its parent items 

domain. Leaf nodes are the exception to this rule because 

one mark is used to store the value, the other mark is not 

used, and the value gives the basic type of the domain 

(integer, string, etc.). 
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In the algoritlim the variable M is used to contain the 

values to be stored on the disk. We address its fields as 

INFO(M), LMARK(M) and RMARK(M). ROOT contains the address 

of a variable to be copied. STORE() is assumed to be an 

external write routine. 

1. [Initaialize] 

DOMAIN <- DOMFLAG(ROOT) 

VN <- RLINK(ROOT) 

TOPI <- 0 

TOP2 <- 0 

2. [Store the record length] 

STORE(LENGTH(ROOT)) 

3. [Move to vector node] 

VN <- RLINK (VN) 

IF (VN = 0) THEN 

exit 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

INFO(M) <- 0 

// INFO = 0 is used to indicate a vector node // 

LMARK(M) <- true 

RMARK(M) <- true 

IF (RLINK(VN) = 0) THEN 

RMARK(M) <- false 
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PUSH CS,TOP,DOMAIN) 

STORE(M) 

N <- VN 

4. [Get the successor] 

N <- SUCCESSOR(N) 

5. [Set associative address] 

CASE (INFO(M)) OF 

BEGIN 

integer : INFO(M) <- -1 

real : INFO(M) <- -2 

boolean : INFO(M) <- -3 

string : INFO(M) <- -4 

others : DISPLACE <- 1 

WHILE (attribute in DOMAIN 

not to equal INFO(N)) DO 

BEGIN 

DISPLACE <- DISPLACE + 1 

END // while // 

// position of attribute // 

INFO(M) <- DISPLACE 

DOMAIN <- INFO(N) 

END // case // 

6,. [Set marks and store] 
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IF CINFOCN) = system-type) THEN 

BEGIN // leaf node // 

LMARK(M) <- LLINK(N) 

// store the data in the 

LMARK of M // 

RMARK(M)<- false 

DOMAIN <- POP(SI,TOPI) 

STORE(M) 

IF (INFO(N) = string) THEN 

STORE(BLOCK(LLINK(N))) 

// store the character string // 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

IF (LLINK(N) <> 0) THEN 

LMARK(M) <- true 

ELSE 

call error handler 

// this condition should not occur // 

IF (RLINK(N) = 0) THEN 

RMARK(M) <- false 

ELSE 

IF (RLINK(N) = S2(TOP2)) THEN 

BEGIN 

RMARK(M) <- false 
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IF (INFO(N) = system-type) THEN 

P0P(S2, T0P2) 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

RMARK(M) <- true 

PUSH(S2,TOP2,RLINK(N)) 

PUSH(SI,TOPI,DOMAIN) 

END 

STORE(M) 

END 

7. [Repeat] 

IF (RLINK(N) = INFO(VN)) THEN 

GO TO step 3 

ELSE 

GO TO step 4 

D.12.2 External Read Algorithm 

The algorithm reads a preorder sequence list of binary 

nodes from disk and converts the nodes into a right preorder 

threaded tree. A variable DOMAIN contains a hierarchy of 

domains for the new tree. The algorithm checks this 

hierarchy to ensure that its structure is identical to the 

structure of the domain hierarchy used to define the tree 
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before it was written to storage. FETCH() is assumed to be 

a disk read routine. CUR and PREV are addresses of nodes 

in the tree being constructed. DCUR and DPREV are nodes 

read from secondary storage. 

1. [Initialize] 

TOP <- 0 

2. [Load the array header] 

RESULT <- NEWNODE0 

RLINK(RESULT <- NEWNODE() 

DOMFLAG(RESULT <- DOMAIN 

LENGTH(RESULT) <- FETCH() 

STATUS(RESULT) <- intermediate 

VN <- RLINK(RESULT) 

DCUR <- FETCH 0 

3. [Finished ?] 

IF (DCUR = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

VN <- RLINK(RLINK(RESULT)) 

FOR I <- STEP 1 TO LENGTH(RESULT) DO 

BEGIN 

INFO(VN) <- 0 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 

END // do // 

exit 
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END 

ELSE 

CUR <- NEVTtJODEO 

4. [Check the identity of the current disk node] 

CASE (INFO(DCUR)) OF 

BEGIN 

0 : // vector node // 

RLINK(VN) <- CUR 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 

INFO(VN) <- DOMAIN 

GO TO Step 7 

-1 : // integer property node // 

IF (DOMFLAG(INFO(PREV) integer) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// domain error // 

exit 

END 

// similar checking apply to real, 

boolean, and string // 

INFO(CUR) <- integer 

LLINK(CUR <- LMARK(DCUR) 

LMARK(DCUR) <- false 

-2 : // real property node // 
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INFO(CUR) <- real 

LLINK (CUR) <- IJ!4ARK(DCUR) 

LMARK(DCUR) <- false 

-3 : // boolean property node // 

INFO(CUR) <- boolean 

LLINK(CUR) <- LMARK(DCUR) 

LMARK(DCUR) <- false 

-4 : // string property node // 

INFO(CUR) <- string 

LLINK (CUR) <- NEIVBLOCKO 

BLOCK(LLINK(CUR)) <- FETCH() 

LMARK(DCUR) <- false 

5. [Link the node] 

IF (Lr>IARK( DPREV) = true) THEN 

BEGIN 

LLINK (PREV) <- CUR 

RLINK(CUR) <- PREV 

// remember address of parent // 

SUBDOM <- PREV 

PUSH(S,TOP,CUR) 

IF (RMARK(DPREV) = false & 

INFO(DPREV)<> 0) THEN 

BEGIN 
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// get address of parent // 

PARENT -RLINK(PREV) 

// end of attril:mte list // 

RLINK(PREV) <- 0 

IF (DOMFLAG(INFO(PARENT)) = homogeneousO THEN 

BEGIN 

check whether it has the correct number of 

attributes 

END 

END 

END 

ELSE // previous node is a property node // 

BEGIN 

WHILE (RLINK(S(TOP)) = 0) DO 

BEGIN 

TEMP <- POP(S,TOP) 

RLINK(TEMP) <- CUR // insert threads // 

END 

TEMP <- POP(S,TOP) 

SUBDOM <- RLINK(TEMP) 

// temporary pointer to parent node // 

RLINK(CUR) <- SUBDOM 

// ordinary pointer to next attribute // 

RLINK(TEMP) <- CUR 

END 
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6. [Find the domain symbol table record for CUR] 

IF (INFO(DCUR) <> -11-2 I-31-4) THEN 

BEGIN • 

DISPLACE <- INFO(DCUR) 

count number of attributes from SUBDOM 

IF((DISPLACE >above number) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// domain error // 

exit 

END 

ELSE 

INFO(CUR) <- ATT(SUBDOM) + DISPLACE 

7. [Get next input, repeat] 

PREV <- CUR 

DPREV <- DCUR 

DCUR <- FETCH 0 

GO TO step 3 



APPENDIX E 

SPACE ALLOCATION AND GARBAGE 

COLLECTION 

E.l Introduction 

The algorithms in this appendix combine the processes 

of garbage collection and space allocation. Variables are 

collected by linking their array headers into a linear 

list. Their data is then re-allocated by traversing the 

data in each variable, in turn. 

When they are released the items in each variable are 

organized into a separate tree. The collector links these 

trees so that the allocator can release their data using a 

linear algorithm. 

Figure 14 illustrates the layout of the free list used 

by the collector and allocator. 

TSTART TEND 

J 
^ 

TFREE 

Figure 14: Free list 
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E.2 Initialization 

The initialization routines links the storage 

available for triples into a list which can be re

cognized by the allocator. START holds the address 

of the first unused element in the free list. END 

hold the address of the last element. Where there 

is no confusion, we use the notation RLINK(I) instead 

of RLINK(TRIPLE(I)). 

1. [Initial variables] 

TSTART <- 1 

TFREE <- 2 

TEND <- 1 

FLAG <- shared 

2. [Link triples together] 

FOR I <- 1 step 1 to N-1 DO 

BEGIN 

RLINK (I) <- I + 1 

END 

3. [Put nulls in last triple] 

LLINK(N) <- 0 

RLINK(N) <- 0 
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4. [Initial variables for list of free blocks] 

BSTART <- 1 

BFREE <- 2 

BEND <- 1 

5. [Link blocks together] 

FOR I <- 1 step 1 to M-1 DO 

BEGIN 

BL0CK(I,8) <- I + 1 

END // for // 

6. [Put null value in last block] 

BLOCK(M,8) <- 0 

exit 

E.3 Allocation and Collection 

The collector can either be given a shared variable 

or an intermediate variable. (For the definition of shared 

and intermediate see Chapter VT, Section 2.) All the data 

in an intermediate variable must be collected by the col

lector and reallocated by the allocator. However, only the 

vector nodes in a shared variable need to be collected and 

re-allocated. The status of each variable given to the 

collector is stored in a field of the variables array 

header. 
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E.3.1 Algoritlim NEV7N0DE() 

This routine will return the address of a free 

triple. Function SUCCESSOR(*I) finds the preorder successor 

of a node N. 

1. [Allocate free triple] 

NEWNODE0 <- TFREE 

2. [Get next free triple] 

IF (FLAG = shared) THEN 

TFREE <- RLINK(TFREE) 

ELSE 

TFREE <- SUCCESSOR(TFREE) 

3. [Is triple address valid ?] 

IF (TFREE = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

TFREE <- TSTART 

TSTART <- INFO(TSTART) 

IF (TSTART = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// no more free triples // 

exit 

END 

ELSE 
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BEGIN 

FLAG <- STATUS(TSTART) 

IF (FLAG = sharedr THEN 

RLINK(TFREE) <- RLINK(TSTART) 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

LLINK(TFREE) <- RLINK(TSTART) 

INFO(RLINK(TSTART)) <- system-type 

END 

END 

END 

ELSE // TFREE not equal 0 // 

GO TO step 4 

4. [Does block need to be released ?] 

IF (INFO(TFREE) = string) THEN 

FREEBLOCK(LLINK(TFREE)) 

exit 

E.3.2 Algorithm FREENODE(I) 

I is the address of the released triple 

1. [Update TEND and link the released structure] 

RLINK(TEND) <- I 

TEND <- I 
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2. [For linear list (shared structure) 

job finished] 

IF (STATUS(I) = shared) THEN 

exit 

ELSE 

VN <- RLINK(RLINK(I)) 

3. [For a vector of items link each tree into a 

forest.] 

WHILE (VN <> 0) DO 

BEGIN 

TEMP <- LLINK (VN) 

WHILE (RLINK (TEMP) <> INFO(VN) DO. 

BEGIN 

IF (RLINK(TEMP) = RLINK(VN)) THEN 

TEMP <- LLINK (TEMP) 

ELSE 

TEMP <- RLINK(TEMP) 

END // inner while loop // 

RLINK(TEMP) <- RLINK(VN) 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 

END // outer while loop // 

exit 
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E.4 Space Allocation and 
Collec"tion for Blocks 

The free list for block^ is organized into a linked 

list. 

E.41 Algorithm NEWBLOCKO 

1. [Allocate new block] 

NEWBLOCKO <-. BFREE 

2. [Get next free block] 

BFREE <- BLOCK(BFREE,8) 

3. [Is address valid ?] 

IF (BFREE = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

BFREE <- BSTART 

BSTART <- BLOCK(BSTART,7) 

IF (BSTART = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// no more free block // 

exit 

END 

ELSE 

BLOCK(BFREE,8) <- BLOCK(BSTART,8) 

exit 
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E.4.2 Algorithm FPJIEBLOCK(I) 

I is the address of the released block. 

1. [Update BEND and link the released list] 

BLOCK(BEND,7) <- I 

BEND <- I 

exit 



APPENDIX F 

SYNTAX OF THE ALGEBRA 

E.l Syntax of a Token 

The syntax of the algebra has been chosen to minimize 

the processing time needed for the lexical analyzer (scan

ner) , and to provide a clean, easy to read output for the 

users. 

F.1.1 Abbreviations 

digit 

upper letter 

lower letter 

character string 

variable, operator name 

mapping name 

subexpression name 

identity expression name 

integer 

negative integer 

decimal number 

numerical vector 

string vector 

boolean vector 
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<dig> 

<ult> 

ait> 

<cs> 

<vo^ 

<map^ 

<subn> 

(indn^ 

<int> 

<sint5> 

<dec> 

<vecn]> 

<vecc) 

<vecb> 
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special symbols <sym> 

left argument <la> 

right argument ^ra^ 

result argument <rsa> 

dyadic mapping header line <dmh> 

monadic mapping header line <mmt^ 

space ^s> 

F.1,2 Expressions 

F.1.2.1 Notations 

1. The symbol ::= means equivalence. 

2. The symbol j means or. 

3. The symbols [ ] mean a token can occur one or more 

times 

4. The symbols ̂  ] mean a token can occur zero or more 

times 

E.1.2.2 Regular Expression Listings 

<dig> ::^ 0 HI 2 I 3 |4 |5 I 6 j 7 |8 I 9 

<ult> ::•*» A | B l C | D | E | F | G i H ( l | j | K | L | M i N l 0 1 P | Q | R ( S | T l U 

VlWlXlYjZ 

<llti> : := a | b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i | j | k | l | m | n | o ( p j q | r l s | t | u 

v j w j x ( y | z 

<cs> : := • { < s > | < u l t > f < l l t > | < d i g > | < ' s y m > ' ' ) ' 
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<map> 

(voa> 

<subn) 

<indn> 

<int> 

<sint> 

<dec> 

<vecn> 

<vecc> 

<vecb> 

<la> : 

<ra> : 

<rsa> 

<dmh) 

<mmh> 

<sym> 

" l<s> I <ult> I < l l t > I <dig>l<sym>| ••" j " 

= a i t > « i i t > k d i g > j 

= <ul t>Kult> |<dig>j 

= <var>* 

= [<dig>] 

= _< int> 

•' . <'int> I <Lnt> . <int> | 4n t> ..) 

__. ^ int > 1 <s int> . < int> | <s int> . 

:= [<dig><s>l<s int><s>l<dec><s>] 

:= [<cs><s>] 

= [+1-] 

<var> I (3 

<var>| # 

= <var;| @|# I* 

= <map>: <la> X <ra> -> <rsa> | 

{map>: <la> X <ra> -> <rsa> <opr> 

= ^map> : <ra > -> <ra > 

<map>: (ra> -> <ra > <bpr> 

= + 1 - 1 * 1 / 1 . | = > | - > | : | , 1 [ l ] j [ l 1 | ( I ) | ^ I # | & I I I 

< U = | = I < > | > I > = 

<s> : : = 
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F.2 Beyond the Recognition of 

Tokens 

A lexical analyzer partitions the string representation 

of a program into a sequence of substrings, called tokens. 

Each token is a sequence of character whose significance 

is possessed collectively rather than individually. The 

subsequent phases of compilation will manipulate these 

tokens instead of the text of the program. 

In the algebra, the lexical analyzer must also perform 

the additional task of deducing whether or not a mapping is 

dyadic or monadic. This can be done by using a one token 

look ahead and applying the following rules. 

1. If the mapping token is followed by another mapping 

token or monodic operator token, then the current 

mapping is a monadic mapping. 

2. If the mapping token is followed by a left parenthe

sis token, a variable or dyadic operator token, then 

the current mapping is a dyadic mapping. 



APPENDIX G 

PARSING 

G.l The Grammar 

G.1.1 Abbreviations 

index 

differentiation 

access function 

projection function 

variable 

assignment 

function with operator 

primary 

expression 

mapping statement 

statement 

monodic mapping 

dyadic mapping 

monodic mapping body 

starting statement 

rest statement 

if statements 

if statement 

subexpressions 

<ind> 

<dif> 

<idv> 

<proj; 

<v> 

<as> 

<opf> 

<P> 

<e> 

<mps> 

<st> 

<mpn> 

<dpn> 

<mbd> 

< start) 

<rest> 

<ifs> 

<if > 

<subs) 

111 
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subexpression <sub> 

identity expression <id> 

program <prog^ 

subprogram ŝpro> 

G.l.2 Grammars 

Some of the notation used in this section was defined 

in the previous appendix for the lexical analyzer. 

— VARIABLE : 
< '•• 

<V > : : = <voa > i <voa> < i d v > 

<idv> : 

<ind> : 

<dif> : 

( p r o j > 

= < i n d > | < d i f > | < p r o j > 

= [<e>] 

= . <vca> | d i f f < v o a > | d i f f ' < v o a > ' 

: = : <yoa> | p r o j < v o a > | p r o j "< voa> ' 

— EXPRESSION 

< s t > : : = < e > | < a s > 

<as> : : = <e> -> <v> 

<e> : : = <p> |<opf > |<mps> | ( < e » |<e ><idv> 

<opf> : : = <e> <map> <dop>< e >I 

<e><map><mop> 

<mps> : : = <e><map> |<e><map><e> 

<P> : : = < v e c n > l < v e c c > | < v e c b > | <v> 

— MAPPING 
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Note : In t h e mapping environment 

a <vca> :can o n l y be # or @. 

<mpn> : := <mmh><mbd> 

<dph> : := <dmh><mbd> 

<mbd> : := < s t a r t ^ | < s t a r t > < r e s t > 

<start> : := <e> K i f s > f< i f s><e> 

< i f s> : := a f > l < i f > < i f s > 

<rest> : := <id> |<subs> I <subs><id> 

^subs) : : = <sub> |< sub>< subs> 

< id) : := <andn><e> 

<sub) : := <subr> <e> 

— PROGRAM 

<prOj> : := <spro> ( <spro><prog> 

<spro> : := <mpn^(<dpn>|<st> 

G.2 Parsing 

A number of different parsing techniques can be 

choose for the parser. However, apart from expressions, 

the syntax of the algebra is very simple. Therefore, in 

this section we describe a simple bottom up parser for 

an expression. 
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G.2.1 A Precedence Parsing 
Algorithm 

An expression parsing algorithm based on operator 

precedence is given below. A table of precedences for the 

operators in the algebra is given in next section. 

•REPEAT UNTIL (only ( is on the stack and 

only') is on the input) 

BEGIN 

// let S be the topmost token on the stack 

let I be the current input token // 

IF (E(I) > G(S)) THEN 

push token I onto the stack 

ELSE 

IF (F(I) < G(S)) THEN 

call semantic rules 

// these rules reduce the handle of the 

sentential form, and convert the 

infix expression to polish notation, 

see the following section. // 

ELSE 

call error handler 

// syntax error // 

exit 

END // repeat // 
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G.2.2 Parsing Precedence 

A precedence is assigned to the each object in the 

algebra. These precedences direct the parser to push or 

pop tokens in the correct sequence to produce a valid 

polish form of the orginal expression. The precedences of 

the objects are divided into eight different classes. For 

each class there are two types of precedence: the input 

precedence (F()); and the output precedence (GO). The 

input precedence of a token decides which tokens on the 

stack should be popped before this token is pushed. The 

output precedence decides which tokens can cause this token 

to be popped. 

For example, in order to force a left parenthesis on 

the stack, we need to assign it a precedence value greater 

than that of any other symbol. However, once the paren

thesis is on the stack, it needs to have a precedence value 

smaller than any other symbols so that it can only be popped 

by a right parenthesis. 



if-then 

F() 

3 

monodic mapping 5 

dyadic mapping 6 

operator 9 

indexing, projection 

differentiation 10 

constant 

variable 12 

left parenthesis ( 

left bracket [ 

right parenthesis ) 

right bracket ] 

14 

GO 

8 

11 

13 
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G.2.3 Error Checking 

The parsing algorithms given above will not check for 

simple syntax errors, such as arguments without operators or 

vice versa. The following table lists the valid subsequent 

token types for each token type recognized by the parser. 

Hence, it can be used by the parser to check for syntax 
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errors. A theorem given in [36, 37], could also be used to 

detect errors. However, the theorem only applies to func

tions and variables and cannot be used (without modifica-

tion) to check the syntax of operators, and it cannot pin

point the exact postion of a syntax error in an expression. 

start data 

data mapping, if-then/assignment 

mapping 

dyadic-operator 

data, dyadic-operator, 

monodic-operator, 

if-then/assignment, eoln 

data 

monodic-operator mapping, eoln 

if-then/ 

assignment 

data 

end of line (eoln) 

G.3.3 Algorithm for Internal Code 
Generation and Parsing 

The algorithm is a modified vision of the algorithm 

given in [36]. A left parenthesis is initially placed on 

the stack, and the infix expression is padded on the right 
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with a right parenthesis. Function SCANNERO returns the 

next token in an expression. Function PUSH(), POP() are 

used for stack manipulation. 

1. [Initialize stack] 

TOP <- 1 

S(TOP) <- •(' 

2. [Initialize output string] 

POLISH <- •• 

3. [Get first token] 

TOKEN <- SCANNERO 

4. [End of input?] 

IF (TOKEN = 0) THEN 

GO TO step 8 

5. [Remove symbols with greater precedence from stack] 

IF (TOP < 1) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

exit 

END 

WHILE (F(TOKEN) < G(S(TOP))) DO 

BEGIN 

TEMP< - POP (S,TOP) 

POLISH <- POLISH I TEMP 

END // while do // 
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6. [Are there matching parenthesis or brackets?] 

IF (F(TOKEN) <>G(S(TOP))) THEN 

PUSH(S,TOP,TOKEN) 

ELSE 

TEMP <- POP (S,TOP) 

7. [Get next token, verify syntax] 

NEXT <- SCANNERO 

CASE (ID(TOKEN)) OF 

BEGIN 

' ) ' : IF (ID(TEMP) <> '(') THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// unmatch prenthesis // 

exit 

END 

' ] ' : IF (ID(TEMP) <> '[') THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// unmatch bracket-// 

exit 

END 

others : IF (ID(NEXT) is correctly 

preceeded by ID(TOKEN)) THEN 

BEGIN 

TOKEN <- NEXT 
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GO TO Step 4 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// illegal syntax // 

exit 

END 

8. [is the expression valid?] 

IF (TOP <> 0) 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

exit 

END 

G.2.4 Code Structure 

The output of the parser is stored in a linear list 

of blocks. Each expression occupies one linear list. IF-

THEN expressions have their IF and THEN parts connected 

by a triple. At run time if the result of the IF part is 

true, the then part is executed. If the result is false, 

the third field of the triple is followed to find the next 

expression to be tested. 
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Figure 15 illustrates the internal code structure 

for expressions. 

HEADER 

^-12: 

4̂  

4/ 

END OF MAPPING 

THEN-BLOCK 

Figure 15: Data Structure for Internal 
Form 



APPENDIX H 

SYMBOL/TABLE ENTRIES 

Four type of objects need to be stored in the symbol 

table: variables, mappings, constants, and domains (data 

model definitions). In the following sub-sections we de

scribe the attributes associated with each type of object. 

(Note: the order of the attributes in each object is 

immaterial.) 

H.l Variables 

A variable symbol table record contains the following 

attributes: type, name size, name pointer, deletion flag, 

balance factor and value pointer. 

1. Type : An integer value indicating a variable symbol 

table record. (Type values are used by the run time 

interpreter to deduce the meaning of a token.) 

2. Name size : An integer value giving the length of 

the variables name. 

3. Name pointer : The address of the block containing 

the variables name. 

4. Deletion flag : Set if this variable has been 

deleted. 

5. Balance factor : Used to balance the AVL tree. 

122 
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6. Value pointer : A pointer to the array containing 

the value of this symbol. 

H.2 Constants 

Constant symbol table records contain the following 

attributes : type, name size, name pointer, deletion flag, 

balance factor and value fields. Name pointer, name size, 

deletion flag and balance factor all contain the same 

information as their counter-parts in the variable symbol 

table. 

1. Type : An integer value indicating a constant 

symbol table record. 

2. Value pointer : A pointer to the array containing 

the value of this constant. 

H.3 Domain 

Domain symbol table records contain the following 

attributes : type, name size, name pointer, deletion flag, 

balance factor, domain flag, level number, amount and 

attribute pointer. (Obviously, this type of symbol table 

record may span over several blocks.) 

1. Type : An integer value indicating a domain 

symbol table record. 
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'2r Domain flag : A value indicating whether this 

domain has no relation, a heterogeneous relation 

or a homogeneous relal^ion, and whether its items 

are the result of a multiple enclosure or a singleton 

enclosure. 

3. Level number : A value used to show the height of 

this domain in a hierarchy of trees. (This height 

is exploited by the differentiation function, see 

Appendix D.8.) 

4. Amount : The number of attributes belonging to this 

domain. 

5. Attribute pointer : A pointer to a block containing 

a list of the attributes of this domain. 

H.4 Mappings 

Mapping symbol table records contain the following 

attributes: type, name size, name pointer, deletion flag, 

balance factor, monodic mapping pointer and dyadic mapping 

pointer. 

1. Type : An integer indicating a mapping record. 

2. Monodic mapping pointer : The address of a symbol 

table containing all of the monadic mappings with 

.this mapping name. The symbol table has the same 

structure (an AVL tree) as the main symbol tables. 
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It is used by the run-time interpreter to select the 

mapping to be invoked for a given argument. Mappings 

are selected using th^ domain of the arguments. 

3. Dyadic mapping pointer : A symbol table containing 

the dyadic mappings with this symbol. 

Figure 16 illustrates the structure of the symbol ta

bles used to select dyadic and monadic mappings. 

The monadic and dyadic symbol tables contain records 

with the following attributes: left argument pointer, right 

argument pointer, result argument pointer, identity value, 

default operator, evaluation counter, mapping token pointer, 

subexpression pointer. 

a) Left argument pointer : The symbol table address 

of the domain of the left argument of the mapping. 

b) Right argument pointer : The symbol table address 

of the right argument domain. (Not used for mo

nadic mappings.) 

c) Result argument pointer : The symbol table ad

dress of the result domain. 

d) Identity value : A default value to be used as 

the result of the mapping when it is applied to an 

empty array by the APL reduce operator [18]. 

e) Default operator : The operator to be applied to 

the mapping if no other operator is given. 
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MAIN SYMBO TABLE BLOCK 

r 

Figure 16: Sub-Symbol Table structure 

f) Evaluation counter : A value used to deduce 

whether or not the current values of the sub

expressions of the mapping are valid. This 

value is incremented every time the mapping is 

invoked with new arguments. (See the descrip

tion of sub-expressions below.) 

.g) Mapping token pointer : The address of the 

internal code for this mapping, 

h) Subexpression pointer : The address of a symbol 

table containing the sub-expressions for this 
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mapping. (This table is used during the code 

generation phase of the parser.) 

The sub-expression symbol table records contain the 

following attributes: type, name size, name pointer, value, 

evaluation counter, subexpression token pointer. 

i) Type : A value denoting a sub-expression 

record. (These values are used by the run

time interpreter.) 

ii) Value : The current value of this sub

expression, 

iii) Evaluation counter : If the value of this 

counter is the same as the value of the 

counter in the mapping record, then the 

current value of the sub-expression is valid. 

If the values are different, then the value 

of the sub-expression was last calculated 

for a different pair of mapping arguments, 

iv) Sub-expression token pointer : A sequence of 

code tokens which will calculate the correct 

value of the mapping when necessary. 



APPENDIX I 

THE PROCESS OF EXECUTION 

The run-time interpreter for the algebra needs to 

evaluate a series of tokens in reverse polish form. The 

actions to be taken for each type of token are described 

in the following sections. 

I.l Evaluate Polish Notation 

Polish notation expressions are evaluated by reading 

each token, pushing value tokens on to a stack and apply

ing function tokens to the topmost operands of that 

stack. The code generator of the parser produces tokens 

in polish form. However, the algebra allows overloaded 

mappings, sub-expressions and operators. The actions to be 

taken for these types of tokens are summarized below. 

1. If the token is a mapping get the type of its one or 

two arguments, call the symbol table search function 

to find the correct version of the mapping, incre

ment the mappings evaluation counter, apply the 

function to the arguments, place the result on the 

stack and move to the next token. 

2. If the token is a sub-expression, determine if the 

current value of the sub-expression is valid or 

128 
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invalid. If the value is correct push it onto the 

stack. Otherwise, evaluate the sub-expression, store 

its value, push the value onto the stack and update 

the evaluation counter. 

3. If the token is an operator call the control routine 

for that operator. The routine will select items 

from the arguments, pass them to the mapping, and 

then collect the result. (See Section 4 below.) 

I.2 Interpreter Algorithm 

The following algorithm will interpret the algebra. 

The address of the expression to be interpreted is stored 

in variable ADDRESS. Next contains the address of the next 

available token string. FPOINT is a frame pointer for the 

current mapping. MAPREC contains the address of a mapping 

definition record. VALUE() returns the address of the 

value of a token. ID() return the type of a token. MAP-

SER(,,,) find the address of a mapping definition record. 

SYSROUTINE(,,) is the interface between the interpreter 

and the standard mappings of the algebra, such as add, 

substract etc. 

1. [Initialize stack pointer and stack] 

RTOP <- 1 

R(RTOP) <- C 
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INPUT <- from-text 

FPOINT <- C 

2. [Get first token] 

TOKEN <- GETTOKEN(ADDRESS,NEXT) 

3. [Check the identity of token] 

CASE (ID(TOKEN)) OF 

BEGIN 

//'@' and '#' are on the stack // 

*@' : IF (R(FPOINT-l) = dyadic-mapping) THEN 

PUSH(R,RTOP,R(FPOINT-4)) 

ELSE 

PUSH(R,RTOP,R(FP0INT-3)) 

'#' : Push (R,RT0P,R(FP0INT-3)) 

variable or 

constant : PUSH(R,RTOP,VALUE(TOKEN)) 

dyadic 

mapping : 0P2 <- R(RTOP) // '#' for new 
mapping // 

OPl <- R(RTOP-l) // '@' for new 

mapping•// 

PUSH(R,RTOP,NEXT) 

ADDRESS <- MAPSER(0P1,0P2,TOKEN,MAPREC) 

IF (ADDRESS = 0) THEN 
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BEGIN 

call error handler 

// domain error // 

exit 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

PUSH(R,RTOP,MAPREC) 

PUSH(R,RTOP,FPOINT) 

FPOINT <- RTOP 

IF (ADDRESS < 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

// execute routine // 

SYSROUTINE(ADDRESS,0P1, 0P2,RESULT) 

PUSH(R,RTOP,RESULT) 

TOKEN <- end of mapping 

GO TO step 3 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

COUNTER(MAPREC) <- COUNTER(MAPREC) 

// interpret routine // 

GO TO step 2 

END 

END 
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monodic 

mapping OPl <- R(RTOP) 

PUSH(R,RTQP,NEXT) 

ADDRESS <- MAPSER(0P1,,T0KEN,MAPREC) 

IF (ADDRESS = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// domain error // 

exit 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

PUSH (R,RTOP,MAPREC) 

PUSH(R,RTOP,FPOINT) 

FPOINT <- RTOP 

IF (ADDRESS < 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

SYSROUTINE(ADDRESS,OPl,,RESULT) 

PUSH(R,RTOP,RESULT) 

TOKEN <- end of mapping 

GO TO step 3 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 
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COUNTER(MAPREC) <- COUNTER(MAPREC) 

/ + 1 

GO TO Step 2 

END 

END 

sub

expression : IF (COUNTER(TOKEN) 

COUNTER(MAPREC) THEN 

BEGIN 

COUNTER(TOKEN) <- COUNTER(MAPREC) 

PUSH(R,RTOP,NEXT) 

ADDRESS <- SUBEXP-ADDRESS(TOKEN) 

GO TO step 2 // evaluate // 

END 

ELSE 

// value know // 

PUSH(R,RTOP,VALUE(TOKEN)) 

dyadic (monodic) 

operators : call operator routine (an example 

is given in the following section). 

end of 

mapping : RESULT <- POP(R,RTOP) 

FPOINT <- POP(R,RTOP) 
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MAPREC <- POP(R,RTOP) 

ADDRESS <- POP(R,RTOP) 

IF (DOMFLAG(TEMP) <> DOMFLAG(MAPREC)) THEN 

BEGIN 

call error handler 

// domain error // 

exit 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

IF (INPUT = from-text) THEN 

BEGIN 

IF (VARIANT(MAPREC) = 

dyadic-mapping) THEN 

BEGIN 

0P2 <- POP(R,RTOP) 

OPl <- POP(R,RTOP) 

GARBC0L(0P1, 0P2, RESULT) 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

OPl <- POP(R,RTOP) 

GARBC0L(0P1,,RESULT) 

END 

END 
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PUSH(R,RTOP,RESULT) 

// end of execution ? // 

IF (ADDRESS = 0) THEN 

BEGIN 

FINALGOL 0 

exit 

END 

ELSE 

GO TO step 2 

END 

end of expression 

or subexpression : RESULT <- POP(R,RTOP) 

ADDRESS <- POP(R,RTOP) 

PUSH(R,RTOP,RESULT) 

IF (ADDRESS = 0) THEN 

exit 

ELSE 

GO TO step 2 

END // case // 

4. [Get next token] 

TOKEN <- GETTOKEN(NEXT,NEXT) 

GO TO step 3 
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1.3 Algorithm for the Join 
Operator 

An operator modifies the way in which a mapping is 

applied to its arguments. The Join operator, for example, 

applies a mapping to every possible pair of items from 

its arguments and then selects those pairs for which the 

mapping returns the result true. (See Appendix C.l for 

the definition of Join.) In this section we illustrate 

the operation of operators by giving an algorithm for 

Join. 

According to the definition of operator this routine 

will arrange the argument(s) and (or) generated intemedi-

ate result in special sequence, then invoke the same 

mapping again and again, until the terminate condition 

raise. A block is allocated to stroe the necessary 

information. The contain of block is shown in the left 

part of figure 17. The abbteviations use in the figure, 

and how the values are generated is defined in the 

algorithm. 
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BLOCK 

HEAD VN POSl P0S2 ARGl ARG2 NEXT PREVIOUS 

RESULT 
FPOINT 
MAPREC 
NEXT 
OP 2 
OPl 

. . i I . 

Figure 17: Operator-Block Format and Execution 

Stack Format 
1 I 

Join: IF (INPUT = from-text) THEN 

// this is the first encounter of 

an operatored-mapping // 

BEGIN 

HEAD (- array header for the result 

OPl <- array header for the right argument 

0P2 <- array header for the left argument 

BADS <- NEWBLOCKO 

PUSH(R,RTOP,BADS) 

ARG2 <- POP(R,RTOP) 

ARGl <- POP(R,RTOP) 

POSl <- RLINK(RLINK(ARGl)) 

P0S2 <- RLINK(RLINK(ARG2)) 

RLINK(RLINK(OPl)) <- POsl 

RLINK(RLINK(0P2)) <- P0S2 

I I I i I 
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INPUT <- from-stack 

// set token value to following mapping // 

TOKEN <- GETTOKEN(NEXT,NEXT) 

BLOCK (BADS) <- HEAD, VN,POSl,P0S2 , 

ARG1,ARG2, NEXT,PREVIOUS 

NEXT <- PREVIOUS 

GO TO step 3 // refer to previous section // 

END // if-then // 

ELSE 

// the operatored-mapping has been visited 

at least once, store the partial result // 

BEGIN 

BADS <- R(RT0P-2) 

HEAD,VN,POS1,POS 2,ARGl,ARG2, 

NEXT,PREVIOUS <- BLOCK(BADS) 

IF (value in RESULT is true) THEN 

BEGIN 

LENGTH(HEAD) <-

LENGTH(HEAD) + LENGTH(RESULT) 

RLINK(VN) <- RLINK(RLINK(RESULT) 

VN <- RLINK(VN) 

END 

P0S2 <- RLINK(P0S2) 

IF (P0S2 = 0) THEN 

POSl <- RLINK(POSl) 
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IF (POSl * 0) THEN // finished // 

BEGIN 

OPl <- POP(R,RTOP) 

0P2 <- POP(R,RTOP) 

BADS <- POP(R,RTOP) 

// collect the arguments and block // 

PUSH(R,RTOP,HEAD) 

INPUT <- from-text 

GO TO step4 // refer to previous section // 

END f ^ 1 '•. I P S j a fSjw 

ELSE // advance to next instance // 

BEGIN 

IF (P0S2 = 0) THEN 

P0S2 <'- RLINK (RLINK (ARG2) ) 

0P2 <- R(RTOP) 

OPl <- R(RTOP-l) 

NEXT <- PREVIOUS 

TOKEN <- GETTOKEN(NEXT,NnXT) 

RLINK(RLINK(OPl)) <- POSl 

RLINK(RLINK(0P2)) <- P0S2 

RLINK(RLINK(RESULT)) <- 0 

STATUS(RESULT) <- shared 

FREENODE(RESULT) 

GO TO step 3 

I I ; i 

i I 
i it 

END 

END 


